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ABSTRACT | Media is created by humans for humans to tell

stories. There exists a natural and imminent need for creat-

ing human-centered media analytics to illuminate the stories

being told and to understand their impact on individuals and

society at large. An objective understanding of media content

has numerous applications for different stakeholders, from

creators to decision-/policy-makers to consumers. Advances

in multimodal signal processing and machine learning (ML)

can enable detailed and nuanced characterization of media

content (of who, what, how, where, and why) at scale. They can

also aid our understanding of the impact of media on a range of

issues, including individual experiences, behavioral, cultural,

and societal trends, and commercial outcomes. Modern deep

learning models combined with audiovisual signal processing

can analyze entertainment media, such as Film & TV content

to quantify gender, age, and race representations. This creates

awareness in an objective way that was hitherto impossible.

On the other hand, text mining and natural language process-

ing allow nuanced understanding of language use and spoken

interactions in media, such as News to track patterns and
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trends across different contexts. Moreover, advances in human

sensing have enabled us to directly measure the influence of

media on an individual’s physiology (and brain), while social

media analysis enables tracking the societal impact of media

content on different cross sections of the society. This article

reviews representative methodologies and algorithms, tools,

and systems advancing human-centered media understanding

through ML in the pursuit of developing computational media

intelligence.
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I. I N T R O D U C T I O N
Technology has a rich and long-standing history in the
creation, production, manipulation, distribution, sharing,
archival, synthesis, and display of multimedia content.
They occur across different modalities (sound/audio,
print/text, and visuals), formats, platforms, and content
types (short, long, live-action, graphics, and animated con-
tent) in conventional outlets, such as newspapers, radio,
film, and television to contemporary streaming and social
media platforms.

We use digital media to create, capture, and experience
stories. These stories are an integral part of our every-
day life and impact what we know, and how we think,
form and communicate ideas and opinions. They cover
an amazing range of domains: arts and entertainment
(movies, television, games, and user-generated stories on
platforms, such as YouTube and Instagram), education
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and research (lectures and scholarly archives), information
sharing (news), and commerce (advertisements). There is
a rich variety and wide variability in the purpose, type,
and quality of the media content in terms of what stories
are being told and why and how they are told as, well
as the platform through which they are communicated.
For example, movies entertain and try to be commercially
successful, documentaries try to educate and create aware-
ness, ads try to be persuasive and help to sell products,
and media archives offer a platform for scholarly research
and education. Finally and critically, there is the important
human dimension to all of this: the story creators, the story
audience, and the story subjects—who is telling the story
and how, and for whom and about whom. The theme of
this article is centered on supporting the understanding of
the stories that we tell through media and quantifying their
impact on individuals and society through human-centered
machine intelligence methods, tools, and systems. This
entails both enabling rich multimodal analysis of media
content—of the people, places, and their interactions in
stories—and connecting it to the related human experi-
ence, behavior, commercial outcomes, and societal trends
that underscore the broader impact of media content in the
digital age.

A range of research questions and applications moti-
vates the development of human-centered media intel-
ligence techniques and tools. The most well-established
and actively researched questions relate to retrieving and
interacting with media content that attempts to answer
basic questions related to the who, what, where, how, and
when by using audio/speech, text and image/video signal
processing, and machine learning (ML). The following are
a few examples that continue to inspire the development
of the media intelligence domain:

1) understanding nuanced representations and portray-
als of people along with dimensions of character
traits, such as age, gender, appearance, and race;
the interaction between characters and their envi-
ronment; identifying any biases along these human
dimensions; and creating objective measures of diver-
sity and inclusion of individuals in media;

2) modeling and predicting human media experiences of
proximal effects, such as emotion experience, engage-
ment, attention, and boredom; more distal effects,
including decision-making and behavior, such as will-
ingness to buy a product based on an ad; and long-
term societal impacts, such as longitudinal behavior
change and cultural shifts;

3) methods and tools for “closing the loop” with human
stakeholders for personalizing media experiences in
the context of age, culture, and individual prefer-
ences; designing novel ways of connecting intended
(creative output) and actual human experiences using
editing tools combined with natural language ana-
lytics; and creating tools for mediating story-telling,
such as modifying scripts and examining how it
affects the narrative structure and flow.

Sample Media Creation and Consumption Statistics:

1) 786 movies are made in Hollywood in 2019 with box
office revenue more than $10 billion [1].

2) 560 billion $/year spent globally on advertisements:
an individual is exposed to 4000–10 000 ads/day [2].

3) Social media users: 2.6 billion Facebook, two billion
YouTube, one billion Instagram, and 800 million
TikTok [3].

4) 500 h of the video is uploaded every minute on
YouTube [4].

5) 134 000 h of sports media content is created (2017)
from mass media to social media and direct connec-
tion to fans.

The scale of global media content production is stagger-
ing and so its consumption. Some illustrative statistics are
presented in the inset above. Despite the variety and scale
of media content creation and its consumption and impact
on society, it has not been studied systematically from a
human-centered computational perspective. For example,
efforts to study diversity in the representations of people
in media are largely qualitative and require extensive man-
ual work with human annotations and/or surveys. These
thoughtful but time-consuming studies cannot match the
scale of media content creation or consumption. Hence,
such methods have been unable to produce systematic data
for science and media scholarship at scale and for action-
able intelligence. Traditional computational media content
analysis has been largely focused on addressing the needs
of organizing, indexing, and navigating through large mul-
timedia data corpora. However, it is critical that computing
effort is driven not only toward personalizing interaction
experiences and generating insights using human-centered
analytics but also in quantifying the very stories that the
media tell and their impact on individuals and society.
Computational media intelligence (CMI) aspires to achieve
these goals. In particular, CMI aims to answer the following
research questions.

1) How do media stories represent and reflect society
along human dimensions, such as gender, race, eth-
nicity, age, ability, profession, and socioeconomic sta-
tus? How do these representations evolve over time?

2) How are media portrayals and representations per-
ceived and experienced by individuals and in the
light of the inherent diversity and variability across
humans?

3) How does media affect and influence individuals,
society, and culture, both short term and long term?
How can we computationally measure such impact
and influences?

Creating such machine intelligence requires capabili-
ties to process, model, and analyze media content across
multiple modalities (audio, video, and language), both
individually and jointly. These modalities are heteroge-
neous, noisy, and have dynamic, complex relations among
them. Often, they offer only partial information about
the story being told. On the other hand, the information
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Fig. 1. Five key stages in the media life cycle. (a) Script development: creating the blueprint for the content (e.g., screenplay, casting,

location scouting, and budgeting). (b) Production: creating raw materials for the finished content (e.g., shooting scenes). (c) Postproduction

(e.g., film, sound and music editing and mixing, and visual effects). (d) Produced media content: audiovisual content with dialog.

(e) Release: distribution across various platforms and audience outreach (e.g., trailers and ads) and consumption. While this pipeline is more

typical for movies, other media content forms, such as Ads, News, TV shows, and, sometimes, home-produced media, follow a similar

process.

from these channels needs to be connected to seemingly
abstract attributes, such as human representations, percep-
tion, behavior, and impact. The key objectives of CMI are
twofold: 1) developing algorithmic capabilities to analyze
multimodal media content for deriving human-centered
analytics and 2) creating methodologies to quantify and
measure the influence and impact of media content on
individuals, groups, and society.

With these goals in mind, the rest of this article is
organized as follows. Section II outlines the main com-
ponents of CMI: individual identity and representation
in media portrayals, the story context, and interaction
between individuals and their story world and provides
the necessary social science and media studies background
for these components. Section III describes the available
video data sets that can be used for developing CMI and
current methodologies and algorithms in representation,
context, and interaction components of CMI. Section IV
presents an illustrative case study on gender bias analy-
sis in media within the CMI framework. Section V dis-
cusses the open challenges and future opportunities in this
emerging area.

II. C O M P O N E N T S O F M E D I A
I N T E L L I G E N C E
In order to create comprehensive media intelligence,
we first want to understand the overall process of media
creation and consumption. Fig. 1 illustrates the key stages
in this process that we call the life cycle of media devel-
opment and consumption. The life cycle of systematically
crafted media forms, such as movies, television/streaming
media shows, and advertisements, typically begins with
script development. At every stage of this media life cycle,
humans are involved. The focus of CMI is to understand,
measure, and quantify the various human-centric aspects
across the different stages of the media life cycle—from
creation to consumption. Toward this end, we identify
three aspects of media content that serve as the primary
components of media intelligence:

Representation and identity: How do we describe charac-
ters in media? Can we obtain a dimensional representation
of the characters for studying their portrayal objectively
and at scale?

Context: What roles do the characters play in the con-
tent? In what environment do they appear and how are
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they portrayed? What are their actions and what actions
do they receive?

Interaction: How do characters interact with each other
within a narrative? How do they interact with their envi-
ronment? How do their relationships evolve through the
length of the content?

First, we provide a social science and a media studies
perspective toward developing engineering methodologies
and solutions to model, quantify, and measure the three
aforementioned components of media intelligence. To illu-
minate the scope of understanding different components
of human-centered media intelligence, let us consider an
excerpt from the script of an Academy award-winning
movie, Thelma and Louise (1991).

LOUISE is a waitress in a coffee
shop. She is in her early thirties,
but too old to be doing this. She
is very pretty and meticulously
groomed, even at the end of her
shift [...] THELMA is a housewife.
It’s morning and she is slamming
coffee cups from the breakfast
table into the kitchen sink, which
is full of dirty breakfast dishes
and some stuff left from last
night’s dinner which had to "soak."
She is still in her nightgown.
The TV is ON in the background.
From the kitchen, we can see an
incomplete wallpapering project
going on in the dining room,
an obvious "do-it-yourself" attempt
by Thelma.

We will use this example excerpt throughout this section to
illustrate the different media components of interest. After
discussing the three dimensions of human representation
in media content, we will delve into how we can quantify
the impact and experience aspect of media, specifically
affect-related constructs and longitudinal representation
analysis.

A. Representation and Identity

Let us understand how people are described or repre-
sented in the above excerpt. It is apparent to a human
reader that it describes two characters (named Louise and
Thelma) and serves as an exposition for their roles in
the rest of the story. The author (screenwriter) describes
different facets of the characters by identifying personal
attributes that may be physical (e.g., appearance) or func-
tional (e.g., profession) or more abstract (e.g., outlook,
personality, and temperament). The author may use
attributes, such as gender, race/ethnicity, socioeconomic
descriptors, age, and body type. These facets are used to
describe a character from the core of quantifying the repre-
sentation of a character [8]. The intersectionality of these
identity dimensions along with the story/plot associated

with the character also forms the basis of character tropes
and stereotypes in media content [9].

The first step toward describing media representations
of individuals is to understand how we identify ourselves
and others individually and socially. We, thus, ground
the definition of representation within the social–scientific
concepts of identity and self-identity [10]–[12]. Media
creates characters with different identities to connect to
their target audience [13]. In social science, identity is con-
ceptualized based on a set of identity attributes referred
to as the dimensions of identity. The dimensions are
largely based on how we define ourselves internally and
externally [14]. This gives rise to self-identity (how we
understand ourselves and experience others) and social
identity (how we express ourselves to others). The third
set of identity attributes includes factors influencing the
formation of our identity (that we may be unaware
of) [15]. A few prominent individual identity dimensions
are age, race, gender, socioeconomic status, sexual orienta-
tion, (dis)ability, and physical appearance. Some of these
dimensions of identity, e.g., gender [16], [17], race (see
survey in [18]), and age [19], [20], have been widely
studied in the speech processing and computer vision com-
munity, but as isolated topics, notably to ensure the robust
performance of algorithms, e.g., automatic speech recog-
nition, due to variability across some of these dimensions,
e.g., gender and age. It is only recently that these methods
are being employed in the context of media understanding
[21], [22]. None of the existing works have approached
representation analysis in media from the perspective of
self-identity.

For the computational understanding of identity and
representations, we identify three key challenges.

1) Dimensions: The aspects of identity that are relevant
in a given context (e.g., gender and race/ethnicity).

2) Classification taxonomies: The categories or classes for
a given identity dimension (e.g., different categories
of the race).

3) Identifiability: Whether or not we can identify a
dimension of identity reliably and without systematic
biases.

To illustrate these challenges, let us return to the movie
script excerpt: Louise’s gender can be inferred through
the use of the pronoun “she” (not considering for the
normative use of the name Louise). There are several other
widely used dimensions of identity, such as race/ethnicity
and body type that are not specified although other aspects
of the person’s appearance (e.g., “meticulously groomed”),
which are described.

While we may attempt to computationally model some
of these dimensions, such as gender using a classifica-
tion system (e.g., two classes: male/female), these sys-
tems often rely on social normatives that are based on
broad, often incomplete taxonomies for each dimension.
This presents an important and open challenge of having
to determine dimensions of identity and also to have a
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Fig. 2. Word clouds for location settings from (a) Paces365 data set [5], (b) HVU data set [6], and (c) Settings/location tags mined from

scene headings of the scripts used by Ramakrishna et al. [7]. The size of the words is proportional to the frequency of the label in the

corresponding data set.

classification system, as we are interested in developing
computational means to quantify representation. Even if
we are given dimensions and classification taxonomies,
there still remains the challenge of identifiability, that is,
to understand the limitations of the computational means
in identifying those dimensions reliably from observable
data from either the media content or associated metadata.

B. Context

The quantitative representation analysis often results
in counts or frequencies of appearance of the identity
dimensions in a media story. No matter how sophisticated,
without an understanding of the context, environment,
and backdrop in which the story is situated, the representa-
tion analysis is unlikely to be meaningful by itself. Consider
a movie, where women appear frequently on screen, but
they are only shown as caregivers, maids, and waitresses,
thereby reinforcing a negative stereotype about normative
professions held by women. Additional information about
the scene environment is, thus, crucial to contextualize the
counts and frequency statistics. For example, in the above
script excerpt, Thelma is portrayed as a housewife in a
kitchen.

Media context or simply context refers to the when and
where aspects of the story. The context in media stories is
primarily conveyed through the visual modality. In media
studies, this is summarized by the term Mise en scéne [23]
that is French for “placing on stage.” For films, this term
refers to the composition, sets, props, actors, costumes,
and lighting [24], essentially all elements that appear on
camera. This is often augmented by music and sound
effects in the audio modality but not necessarily related
to the events explicitly shown on screen. In scripts, some
context information is available about scene locations from
the “scene headings” (e.g., INT. CAR as a reference to the
scene set in the interior of a car).

Two key challenges in computational modeling of con-
text are: 1) building taxonomies for different media
domains and 2) multimodal dynamic scene understanding.
To illustrate the challenges, let us consider two recent
data sets created for scene understanding: Places365 [5]
and holistic video understanding (HVU) data sets [6].

We visualize the distribution of location tags for these
two data sets in Fig. 2(a) and (b), respectively. In a
similar vein, we mined the location tags from a cor-
pus of about 1000 movie scripts analyzed in [7] and
visualize them alongside existing taxonomies in Fig 2(c).
The juxtaposition of the different classification taxonomies
in Fig 2 reveals that existing data sets and taxonomies from
Places365 and HVU may not generalize well to the media
domain, which represents a richer variety and range of
contexts in which stories unfold. This highlights the need
for building data-driven and domain-specific taxonomies
for application to different media contents. While there
have been significant advances in automatic video under-
standing [25], works that augment information from other
modalities (audio and subtitles) are somewhat limited.
Recent efforts in archiving large-scale audio data sets, such
as VGGsound [26], can help build multimodal models
for visual scene/ambiance understanding. In this respect,
multimodal modeling is key to a holistic understanding of
media context.

C. Interaction

Understanding how characters interact with each other
and with their environment is another crucial feature
of the CMI framework. We classify interactions into two
categories: character-to-character (C2C) interactions and
character-to-environment (C2E) interactions. A computa-
tional modeling of C2C and C2E interactions helps us to
understand the relation between characters and their envi-
ronment. Such modeling can help shed light on systematic
portrayals or narratives in media.

To illustrate C2C interactions, let us take an example
from the XKCD comic1 presented in Fig. 3. It visualizes
the appearance of characters in the original Star Wars
movie trilogy [27]. Simply examining the character tracks
together can help us localize the major events (shaded
gray regions in Fig. 3) in the story as a confluence of
the prominent characters in the movies. C2C interaction
modeling can also answer summative questions about a
narrative, such as which character is central to the story.

1https://xkcd.com
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Fig. 3. Movie narrative charts of Star Wars, A New Hope (1977)

from the comic xkcd/657. Each line corresponds to the journey of a

character. Notice that the major plot events are centered on a

confluence of appearances from multiple characters. Understanding

how characters interact with each other can shed light on the

prominence of character roles in media content, such as film and TV.

From a computational perspective, modeling C2C interac-
tions heavily relies on constructing narrative structures of
the stories being told. A theoretical framework to represent
narrative structures, such as the one proposed in [28], can
help C2C interaction modeling. In the media domain, C2E
interactions are somewhat less studied although there is a
wealth of related work in the broader video understanding
and video summarizing literature [29]. Theoretical frame-
works built for the C2C analysis can be extended to model
C2E interactions as they include mechanisms to quantify
which characters interact with each other, in which manner
they express themselves and how their expressions are
received.

Challenging open questions in the realm of interac-
tions modeling requiring further research include: 1) how
to automatically extract salient events in a plot from a
dynamic graph constructed from character interactions,
where recent efforts [30] show some promise in this direc-
tion? 2) how to quantify the interactions between char-
acters along dimensions of agency, power, or emotional
expression? and 3) how to identify causal relationships in
narratives to determine the most “influential” characters?

D. Impact and Experience

Media is ultimately targeted toward humans, hence
quantifying how media affects humans in a systematic
manner is a key objective of CMI. This is also an essential
element for closing the loop with the users in providing
personalized experiences, e.g., recommender systems with
increased awareness of not just user needs and prefer-
ences but their experiences [31]. This includes quantifying
aspects, such as likability, consumption patterns, and, even,
longer term impact that media has on human behavior and
societal trends.

We broadly categorize media impact into immediate,
proximal, and distal impacts. Immediate impact includes
direct human sensory and affective influence, such as the
emotions experienced by an audience. Proximal impact

involves both direct effects, such as propensity to purchase
a product after watching an ad and related effects, includ-
ing financial outcomes (e.g., Box Office returns) and pop-
ularity/viral spread of specific content. Distal impact refers
to how broader and enduring societal perceptions are
shaped by media narratives; for instance, how child devel-
opmental behavior is influenced by violent media con-
tent or how specific news media shapes opinions toward
historical events or toward specific communities, such as
persons-of-color and other minorities. It is important to
note that these three categories are not mutually exclusive
and can all contribute to the overall influence of media on
society in the long term.

Immediate sensory-affective impact: We can further
identify three different “types” of affect influences of
media content [34]: intended, expected, and experienced.
Intended affect is what the content creators attempt to
evoke in their audience, and experienced affect describes
the emotion that an individual actually feels when consum-
ing the content, while expected affect is the expected value
of experienced affect in a population. Although some prior
work has considered the intended and expected emotions
to be the same [35], this is not generally true for media
content. It is possible that a movie is unsuccessful in
conveying the intended affect to its audience. In fact, this
mismatch is often used to assess movie success and qual-
ity [36]. Affect is also understood and conveyed differently
for shorter media content, such as advertisements, a topic
that has received limited attention so far [37], [38].

One common way to quantify the affective impact is
by mapping media content to affective dimensions such
as arousal (strength) and valence (polarity and posi-
tive/negative) or categories (happiness, sadness, and so
on). There are also specific affective constructs of relevance
to certain media domains, such as violence [39], [40] and
humor [37], [38] in entertainment media, such as movies
and TV shows, and attention-grabbing elements or lika-
bility in ads [41]. These tasks are typically multimodal
[42], [43] and require an understanding of the affective
dimension evoked by each modality and how they interact
with each other [44].

Proximal impact refers to the short-term effect of
media, outside its direct consumption. Developing an
objective measurement and categorization of different
forms of proximal impact is an open problem. Neverthe-
less, we can examine proxies, such as Box Office ratings
to assess a movie’s popularity [45] in commercial terms.
Likewise, user statistics, such as the number of views
and likes, can be used for content available on streaming
platforms, such as YouTube [46].

Long-term or distal impact refers to a media impact
at relatively larger spatiotemporal scales that can lead to
broad and enduring societal effects. In addition to measur-
ing the temporal variation of impact over a long period of
time, the objective here is to understand its relationship,
if any, with various societal behavior and cultural shifts
and even to specific events. The challenges associated
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Table 1 Long Form Media Content Data Sets for CMI Tasks. The First Part of the Table Shows the Data Sets Released by Our Research Group

with assessing and predicting long-term media impact are
complex and enormous. It is important to be mindful of
sampling bias and several other factors, such as style, form,
genre, and topic, and the prevalent socioeconomic and
psychosociological norms that are implicit to an audience.

A few studies have examined the longitudinal effect of
media content, such as the relation between violent con-
tent to aggressive behavior in children [47] and exposure
to certain media and alcohol use by adolescents [48].
These studies are largely inconclusive; revisions of earlier
claims about violent games and aggression in a recent
metaanalysis [49] reveal “[. . .] negligible relationships
between violent games and aggressive or prosocial behav-
ior, small relationships with aggressive affect and cogni-
tion, and stronger relationships with desensitization.” Such
longitudinal analysis is also of interest in a commercial set-
ting to understand ads because this reflects on the evolu-
tion of advertising and marketing strategies over time [50].
Objective computational approaches offer new possibilities
to pursue some of these questions in increasingly data-
driven ways in the future.

III. M E T H O D S A N D A L G O R I T H M S
In this section, we discuss various databases that can facili-
tate the design and evaluation of CMI approaches followed
by representative methodologies for each component of
CMI identified in Section II.

A. Data Resources

The availability of large, curated, and labeled corpora
is essential for enabling multimodal ML and data analytic

tasks in computational media research. We discuss recent
advances in creating relevant large-scale databases that
can facilitate the goals of CMI.

The analysis of media content, such as film, TV,
ads, or News, requires labeled audio/video resources cor-
responding to the domain-of-interest for ensuring robust
model learning and performance. Significant advances
in person (face) identification have been made possi-
ble through the rich data sets, such as VGGFace2 [51],
MS-Celeb-1M [52], IMFDB [53], and CelebA [54].
Domain-matched video data sets with visual character
tracking are only recently being compiled, as shown in
Table 1. For audio, there are large-scale speaker verifica-
tion and recognition data sets, such as VoxCeleb [55] and
VoxCeleb2 [56].

There is a growing need for data with a rich diversity of
people, context, and interaction-related attributes, includ-
ing representing diverse individual attributes (age, gender,
appearance, and so on), cultures, and languages. It is well
demonstrated that applications fail to generalize on data
originating from a different race or culture that is not
included in the model design [57], [58]. Recent efforts,
such as FairFace [57], have compiled data sets that are
balanced across attributes, such as race, gender, and age
from face images. Another effort [59], as listed in Table 1,
created a benchmark data set for movie character identifi-
cation in movies with a more racially diverse cast that exist-
ing databases do not address. However, there is a general
lack of such well-curated resources for the media domain.

Toward filling this gap, several open-source video data-
bases are being released recently for research in the area
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Table 2 Short Form and TV Media Content Data Sets for CMI Tasks

Fig. 4. SAIL Multimodal Movie Corpus: illustration of our processing pipeline to extract domain-matched training data in a semiautomatic

fashion. Different shades indicate different operations for generating labeled data, and the broken lines indicate different end goals. The

lower half of the figure illustrates the process for generating a subtitle-aligned movie (SAM) corpus that was used to develop a

state-of-the-art movie speech activity detector in [32]. The data generated by labeling talking face detection were used to develop the work

in [33].

of media understanding. In Tables 1 and 2, we provide an
extensive list of currently available media databases. These
tables also provide other details, such as database size,
original tasks, attributes, and labeling schemes. It should
be noted that the majority of the large-scale video data
sets in movie and TV domains have only been released
since 2015, underscoring a growing interest in computa-
tional media research. We also observe that the labeling
efforts can be scaled up for long-form content (movie
and TV shows) with semiautomatic methods and human
verification. More recently, self-supervision approaches are
also being used to obtain cross-modal labels automatically.
Such approaches are going to be increasingly needed to
not only adapt to the scale of media content but also

to process complex data spanning multiple modalities in
such content. Here, we highlight one such effort where
we developed semiautomatic methods to obtain domain-
matched data resources.

1) Subtitle-Aligned Movie Corpus: The recently devel-
oped SAM corpus [60] is an example of acquiring
labels through self-supervision across modalities with some
human-in-the-loop verification. The approach for gener-
ating labels from movie data is illustrated in Fig. 4. It
employs a combination of automatic tools and human
verification tasks to generate these labels at scale. For the
example shown in Fig. 4, labels are generated for three
tasks: speech activity labels from audio, active speaker
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Fig. 5. Result of the cross-modal analysis to generate labeled data

for speech detection in movies. The plot shows the distribution of

the total number of words in the subtitles that are aligned to the

audio. Overall, 76.4�± 8.6% of words across the 95 movies were

successfully aligned using the system. This resulted in about 52 h of

speech data and 156 h of nonspeech data in the SAM corpus.

localization from video, and cross-modal gender identifi-
cation. To illustrate the label generation process, just the
speech activity detection task is further elaborated on in
the following.

To generate precise labels for speech activity in the
movie audio, automatic text-to-audio alignment is used.
We use the subtitles generated automatically as transcripts
for alignment.2 These subtitles provide approximate start-
ing and ending time-stamps corresponding to every single
dialogue. The audio segments between two successive
timestamps are then used to form the nonspeech segments.
An open-source speech-to-text alignment tool [61] was
used to align speech segments at the word level. Note
that both subtitle generation and alignment are com-
pletely automated (see Fig. 5 for illustrative details on the
per-movie distributions of percentage words successfully
aligned). We used this measure as a proxy to understand
the effectiveness of our self-supervised approach in mining
speech labels from subtitles.

After speech-to-text alignment, speech and nonspeech
segments are obtained as follows. Speech regions corre-
sponding to consecutive gentle-aligned words were accu-
mulated to form segments of length tseg. First, a heuristic
threshold of tbreak seconds (duration of pause) was used
to chunk consecutive aligned words into interpausal units
(IPUs). Hence, two consecutive aligned words were con-
sidered to belong to the same IPU if they were no more
than tbreak seconds apart. Finally, these IPUs were split
into nonoverlapping segments of tseg seconds each. Both
tseg and tbreak can be tuned to obtain speech segments at
different scales for different tasks. We then trained models
from data generated using this approach for speech activity
detection in movies. Our detailed performance evaluation
showed that models trained with this data were able

2github.com/ruediger/VobSub2SRT

to achieve state-of-the-art performance in speech activity
detection for movie audio [60]. Such curated data can
readily be used to derive a variety of CMI constructs,
such as talk time of characters in the story, vocal arousal
patterns and speech interaction dynamics including inter-
personal vocal synchrony, and other dimensions of identity
from speech.

B. Representation and Identity

As outlined in Section II-A, there are several targets for
CMI in the context of illuminating media portrayals of peo-
ple through identification for the purposes of quantifying
representation in media. We consider the following two
examples.

1) Gender Representation in Media: One of our early
efforts toward studying identity and representation in
media was motivated by the need of enabling an objective
understanding of gender portrayals3 in media [62], [63].
Motivated by the aspects that media researchers and prac-
titioners consider important, we proposed to automatically
estimate the screen time (from video) and speaking time
(from audio) of male and female characters in movies.
The video processing pipeline follows a simple approach,
where screen time is computed as the percentage of female
faces of all detected faces using a standard face detector
and a face-based gender classifier. The audio process-
ing pipeline performs speech activity detection followed
by an utterance-level gender classification. This simple
framework revealed interesting aspects of gender gaps in
Hollywood: women are seen (36% screen time) and heard
(41% screen time) significantly less compared with the
amount of time their male counterparts are seen or heard.
An audiovisual co-occurrence analysis (results in Table 3)
revealed that women are seen less even when they are
speaking [22].

Our initial effort to quantify female and male repre-
sentation in movies exposed a number of weaknesses of
the standard algorithms as they were applied to complex
media data. Due to the huge variability and complex
nature of the data itself, high accuracy was not attainable
even for “routine” tasks, such as gender classification. This
motivated us to revisit some of the fundamental problems
in audio and video analyses.

2) Improving Gender Recognition With Cross-Domain
Data: While the complexity of media data poses additional
challenges, they also offer cross-domain information (e.g.,
subtitles accompanying audio) that can be leveraged for
better performance on fundamental tasks, such as gender
identification [21], [60], [64] integral to many media
intelligence frameworks and models.

In order to use powerful supervised learning methods,
labels are required for large-scale data. However, manu-
ally labeling large volumes of data is tedious and expen-
sive. Hence, we proposed to use cross-modal supervision

3Demo video is available at http://bit.ly/2KEyREl.
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Table 3 Audiovisual Co-Occurrence Analysis on 17 Full-Length Holly-

wood Movies Shows Disparities in Visibility of Women on Screen Even

While Speaking

and also to leverage labeled data from other corpora,
where available, for example, speech gender labels from
AudioSet [65]. While one of our recent works suggests
the use of visual information for reliable speech activity
detection [66], another recent work aligned the movie
subtitles to the movie audio to obtain coarse speech labels
(segment level as opposed to frame level). A bidirec-
tional long short-term memory network (BLSTM)-based
architecture was then developed to analyze the log-mel
spectrogram features to detect speech activity within the
given segment. A transfer learning technique was used to
improve gender detection in movie audio using the VGGish
architecture, where a large-scale audio event detection
database was used for pre-training (see Fig. 6 for an
overview of the method). The strategy of leveraging cross-
corpus and cross-domain data helps to achieve state-of-
the-art performance for both the tasks evaluated on movie
data: a TPR of 0.94 at 0.32 FPR for speech detection [60]
and AUC of 0.97 for gender classification [21]. This sys-
tem subsequently improved the accuracy of gender-specific
speaking-time estimates in movies.

In a similar vein, multichannel information present in
different language channels (e.g., English, Spanish, and
French) for a movie can be used to improve the robustness
of gender classification. We exploit the fact that the speaker
labels of interest, in this case, co-occur in each language
channel. In this work [64], we fused the predictions from
different channels using a method called recognition out-
put voting error reduction (ROVER), which can handle
labels even when they are not exactly temporally aligned
(as we would expect to happen in different language
channels). Applying ROVER improved gender classification
accuracy by more than 7% compared with the performance
based on monochannel audio.

C. Context

Computational techniques offer many ways of character-
izing the ambient context and backdrop of the unfolding
media stories. Here, we highlight some examples of mod-
eling context, particularly in a human-centered fashion as
applied to different media forms, such as Film/TV videos
and ads using video and language modalities. Data archival
efforts, such as the Hollywood Scenes Data set [67] and the
recent MovieNet data set [68], have enabled large-scale
understanding of scenes and actions in movie videos. How-
ever, very few works have leveraged the correspondences
available between multiple modalities in the media forms.

Fig. 6. Leveraging cross-domain and cross-corpus information to

improve audio analysis tasks. Subtitles associated with the audio in

movie content were used to generate coarse speech labels (gray

areas) that led to development of a state-of-the-art speech models

for audio gender classification; pg represents probability of the

gender classified. (Reproduced with permission from [21].)

1) Detecting Active Speakers in Unconstrained Set-
tings: Multimedia content is often unconstrained yet struc-
tured when we consider multiple modalities, such as
sound design, visuals, and the language used in dialogs.
These modalities present rich possibilities for analytical
insights. We can leverage both audio and visual modal-
ities to model tasks, such as speech activity detection,
speaker classification, speaker gender classification, and
other video-assisted audio tasks, which are fundamen-
tal building blocks for content understanding. Recently,
a growing number of studies are looking at predicting
one modality from another [69], exploiting the inherent
co-occurrence between them. Although some cross-modal
methods have been applied to constrained settings for
domains, such as News [70], they have not been studied
in widely varying settings, such as movies and TV shows.
In a recent work [33], we applied cross-modal supervi-
sion between the video stream and audio speech labels
obtained from the SAM corpus (see Section III-A1) to
explore the following questions: 1) can we predict audio
speech-activity-detection from video only? and 2) would
such a video-speech-activity model learn to localize the
talking faces?

We proposed an end-to-end trainable hierarchical
context-aware (HiCA) deep neural network to predict
coarse speech activity labels using just the visual infor-
mation. In order to enable the network to learn from a
longer context, which is necessary for long-form videos,
we decentralize the temporal context in the form of local
3-D convolutions and a global LSTM. We do not explicitly
detect the face of a speaker or extract facial features,
neither for training nor for inference. We evaluate the
proposed architecture with videos from Hollywood movies,
as it is a challenging domain due to its relatively uncon-
trolled settings in the form of frequent shot changes and
varying camera dynamics and the variety and variability
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Fig. 7. Can we train a network to learn the presence of speech

without using any audio input? Visualization results from a recent

visual speech activity detection framework [33] that uses only video

input and speech/nonspeech labels for training. Notice that the

network learns to primarily attend to faces and, in some cases,

attends to back of the head of a person (column a) and to motion

(last column, last row: attends to hand motion). Reproduced with

permission [33]. Video demo is available at http://bit.ly/3o3tYCW.

in the depiction of speaking characters. For further details
about the analysis of the HiCA architecture, we refer the
reader to the original work [33].

In order to understand the visual constructs captured
by the 3-D convolutional layers in the HiCA architecture,
we modified the Grad-CAM [71] to accommodate 3-D
convolutions. Fig. 7 shows results of the visualization
for a few samples. We observe that the HiCA model
learns to implicitly attend to faces when trained with only
speech activity labels. However, speech activity detection
performance from video frames alone is not satisfactory
(only 66.1% accuracy). We have recently showed that,
by jointly modeling audio features with the cross-modal
HiCA representations, the overall VAD and active speaker
detection performance are comparable to the state of the
art. First, the improved model in [72] for VAD performs
at 0.98 TPR compared with the state-of-the-art audio-only
model in [60] at 0.94 TPR, both reported at 0.315 FPR.
Second, the active speaker classification performed at
0.78 AUC compared with 0.82 AUC reported in [73].

2) Understanding Movie Narrative Structures: One way to
understand the broad context in media is by investigating
its narrative structure or storytelling paradigm. Popular
films and screenplays follow a well-defined storytelling
paradigm that includes three essential segments or acts:
exposition (act I), conflict (act II), and resolution (act III).
Act I introduces the main characters in a movie and
presents an incident (plot point 1) that drives the story;
this leads to a series of events in Act II, including a key
event (plot point 2) that prepares the audience for the
climax. Act III features the climax and the resolution of
the story. The three-act structure provides an important

basis for comparing different movies and evaluating the
relative importance of the characters. We developed an
automated system that is able to provide an estimate of
the act boundaries using features from visual, music, and
text modalities [74]. Handcrafted features, such as shot
length, motion activity, presence of music, and speaking
rates, were extracted from the different modalities and
were linearly combined to obtain a continuous measure of
story intensity (see Fig. 8). This story intensity measure
was used to detect the act boundaries, plot points, and
climax in mainstream Hollywood movies [74] to assist in
further critical analysis of the narrative structure.

D. Interaction

1) Character Graphs for Interaction Modeling: The auto-
mated analysis of media content has traditionally focused
on using low-level features from audio/video content
to detect key events. For humans, however, it is the
characters that usually play the most important role in
storytelling. To understand and model how characters
interact within a story, an efficient approach is to build a
character graph or network. A character network typically
has the major characters as its nodes where the edges
represent the relationship between the character pairs.
While this relationship between characters can be defined
in various ways, one popular approach is to measure
if they are co-occurring with each other within a time
range [7], [30], [75].

One of our works builds a character interaction net-
work using scripts from movies,4 where an edge between
two characters (nodes) is added if the pair of characters
have at least one consecutive dialog in a movie [7]. This
method uses different graph-theoretic metrics (such as
betweenness and degree centrality) to measure the impor-
tance of each character. These character-specific centrality
measures were analyzed in nearly 1000 movies along
dimensions of gender, race, and age, including domain-
specific covariates, such as movie genre. Among other
findings, this study showed that female characters have
a prominent presence only in Horror movies. Latino and
Native American characters, though present in movies,
do not have much interaction with other characters in the
sample studied.

Another approach to building such a character net-
work is using the visual stream. In another recent work,
we construct a dynamic character network (see Fig. 9
for a given movie through a novel online face clustering
algorithm [76]). The relationship between two characters
is modeled as their temporal co-occurrence, i.e., if they
appear in the same or consecutive shots. The dynamic
aspect of the network offers an effective way to capture the
variations in character interactions over time. As this work
relies on face clustering, it could discover only the major
characters. Similar to the abovementioned script-based
approach, this work also computes character importance

4Demo video is available at this http://bit.ly/2L8pqwu.
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Fig. 8. Example of three-act structure detection for the movie Hope Springs: the detected boundaries are shown along with the ground

truth obtained from human experts. For act boundary I, the error is 76 s, and for act boundary II, the error is 205 s. In general, act boundary

II is harder to detect, even for human experts.

Fig. 9. Character interaction graph for the movie Hope Springs

constructed via online face clustering [30]. The numbers below the

faces are the character importance score, and “X” denotes a noisy

cluster.

scores that can be used to retrieve the major characters in
movies.

E. Impact and Experience

1) Modeling Affective Media Experiences: Understanding
the multimodal affective experiences of humans evoked
by different components of media is a complex task.
For example, music is known to evoke powerful emo-
tional experiences in humans affecting brain activity, phys-
iological response, and behavior. In order to analyze
this complex interplay, our recent work [78] explored
the possibility of predicting brain activity and physio-
logical response from music features. We developed a
computational methodology that uses auditory features
(related to its dynamics, timbre, harmony, and rhythm) to
predict brain activity (phase synchronizations in bilateral
Heschl’s gyri and superior temporal gyri), physiological

response (galvanic skin response and heart activity), and
human emotion in the form of continuous, subjective
descriptions reported by music listeners. Multivariate time-
series models with attention mechanisms are developed for
effective prediction of emotional ratings, and autoregres-
sive models are proposed to predict the brain activity and
physiological response [78].

In the context of illuminating general multimedia con-
tent experience, continuous emotional dimension ratings
of activation (arousal) and valence provided by the viewers
can be predicted using audio, visual, and, even, language
features. To combine heterogeneous multimodal infor-
mation, we developed a mixture-of-expert (MoE) model,
where two experts (audio and video) contribute toward
the prediction of viewers’ emotion ratings while watching
movie clips. Our MoE model uses a time-varying atten-
tion mechanism for information fusion [43], where the
attention component controls the contribution of each
expert based on their features at a given time instant.
This component is computed through a hard expectation-
maximization algorithm. The MoE model predicts arousal
and valence in movie content with an average correlation
of 0.62 and 0.29. In another work, we developed a deep
cross-modal autoencoder approach to learn audiovisual
representations of TV commercials [38]. This work focused
on classifying ads in categories, such as funny (83% accu-
racy) or exciting (84% accuracy), from viewers’ perspec-
tive and showed that cross-modal representations along
with unimodal autoencoder representation offer superior
performance compared with later-fusion of multimodal
features.

2) Violence Prediction From Movie Scripts: Another key
effective construct of interest is the depiction of violence
in media content. There has been a wealth of work in
identifying violence from audiovisual content in multime-
dia (see violence detection survey in [79]). Efforts such as
violent scene detection by the MediaEval challenge series
(e.g., [80]) have further helped build up this research com-
munity. However, this thread of research has been mostly
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Fig. 10. Violence rating classification model. A sequence of

characters’ utterances (each represented by a concatenation of

language features) is constructed. This sequence is then taken as

input to an RNN with attention to learn a movie representation.

By its attention weights, this model is capable of discerning when a

character’s utterance is explicitly, implicitly, or nonviolent.

Reproduced with permission from [77].

focused on audiovisual content. Applying these methods to
content, such as TV shows, movies, or ads, would require
that we have either the raw audiovisual footage or the
edited content postproduction. Incorporating feedback on
violent content at this stage is expensive for the production
process. In this context, computational methods can offer
ways of understanding depictions of violent content before
the movie is produced by analyzing the language used
in the scripts. As described in Section II, movie scripts
are often the first step of the media life cycle. As such,
identifying attributes, such as violence in the earlier stages
of the movie development, can have an immense effect on
the subsequent steps of movie production, and the final
audience experience.

Toward this end, we proposed a model to predict vio-
lent language from movie scripts in [77]. The proposed
architecture is shown in Fig. 10. This model was designed
to capture two forms of context: conversational context
and movie genre. The former refers to what is being said
in relation to what has been previously said. This follows
from the fact that most utterances are not independent of
one another but rather follow a thread of conversation.
The latter takes into account that utterances in a movie
follow a particular theme set by the movie’s genre (e.g.,
action and sci-fi). Conversational context is captured by the
recurrent neural network (RNN) layer [see Fig. 10(left)].
It takes all past utterances as input to update the rep-
resentation for the utterance-of-interest. This allows our
model to learn that some utterances that are violent for
a particular genre may not be considered violent in other
genres. One additional benefit of using this architecture
comes from analyzing the attention weights after training
the complete system. The system assigns a higher attention
weight to those utterances that it considers to be violent
[see Fig. 10(right)]. By exploring the utterances with the
highest and lowest attention weights, we can get an idea
of utterance-level violence contained in scripts. A few

examples are illustrated in Fig. 11. Our approach appears
to pick up on more subtle indications of aggression, such as
“losing one’s temper.” Overall, the system proposed in [77]
was able to classify violence into low/medium/high ratings
for a movie level at 60.4% F-score.

Most audiovisual violent content analyses focus on the
overall depictions of violence in a scene (e.g., blood
and guns) and are not necessarily human-centered. The
way in which humans are portrayed in depictions of vio-
lence is not studied computationally. Analyzing the lan-
guage used by characters in screenplays can shed light
on human-centered violence portrayals. To this end, in a
recent work [81], we explored the directional nature of
violence among the character utterances. We identified
the victim and perpetrator by analyzing the subject–verb–
object relations in the language used in movie scripts.
In an open-source data set of nearly 1000 movie scripts,
our analysis revealed two significant differences in the
frequency of portrayals and the character demograph-
ics in the interactions between victims and perpetrators:
1) female characters appear more often as victims and
2) perpetrators are more likely to be White if the victim
is Black or Latino. Besides understanding violence depic-
tions, such large-scale studies can also reveal systematic
patterns in how character portrayals are experienced by
the audience along other dimensions, such as power and
agency [82].

3) Predicting Financial Outcomes: Connecting media
content to financial success is another important aspect
of measuring media’s impact. To draw insights from what
makes a movie commercially successful, we used linear
regression to predict the first weekend’s box office gross-
ing using the audiovisual content of movie trailers along
with their metadata (e.g., budget, genre, and the number
of screens) available from IMDB [45]. Using a database

Fig. 11. Utterance-level violence detection using attention

analysis in models trained with movie-level violence from the

language in scripts [77]. Examples from a few movies where the

attention analysis correctly identified (in green), captured implicit

violence (in blue), and misidentified (in red). Reproduced with

permission from [77].
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Fig. 12. Correlation between box office success and various

factors, including trailer content and metadata, such as the budget

of a movie, number of screenings, genre, and other metadata.

of 474 movie trailers, we investigated the most important
predictors of a movie’s commercial success. As shown
in Fig. 12, we observed that trailer content modeled using
handcrafted audiovisual features play a significant role in
determining a movie’s success, even more than metadata
such as genre and casting.

4) Impact of Machine Learning Fairness on Building
CMI: Understanding the impact of ML systems introduced
into a social context for the purposes of understand-
ing human portrayal and representation invariably affect
the computational aspects of developing robust media
intelligence. A study by Mehrabi et al. [83] presents a
detailed ontological survey of different biases that can
manifest throughout the development of ML pipelines of
sociotechnical systems. While several fairness-aware algo-
rithms and interventions have been proposed to bolster
these systems (see [84]), some have contended that many
of these interventions are often ineffective, and sometimes
dangerously misguided, because of fundamental computer
science building blocks, such as abstraction and modular
design that are used to enforce such interventions [85].
Much of the fair-ML community is in its infancy in study-
ing large-scale effects of ML-based sociotechnical sys-
tems as applied to human representation learning. Here,
we highlight two studies that present promising illustrative
directions of fairness research with respect to gender in
the visual and natural language domains, both relevant
to CMI.

A recent investigation [86] into gender classification in
commercial facial analysis services revealed systemic dif-
ferences in how humans perceive the construct of gender
identity and how these are encoded in a computer. Using
self-labeled facial images, this study found that none of
the available commercial services were able to classify
nonbinary genders. Another recent study [87] found gen-
dered correlations in contextual language representations
(e.g., [88]), which revolutionized the field of natural
language understanding. They showed that unintended
correlations in language use in cases, such as the use
of pronouns around professions, can propagate into the
learned embeddings. They also found that, while two
models may perform on-par in terms of accuracy, they
can differ by a wide margin in incorporating the gendered

correlations from the data used for training. These studies
also highlight the need to support computational findings
in large data with additional human or expert-in-the-loop
validation to address the shortcomings of current ML-
based sociotechnical systems.

IV. I L L U S T R AT I V E R E A L - W O R L D
C A S E S T U D I E S
In this section, we present case studies of applying CMI in
the real-world context of movies and ads with a focus on
diversity and inclusion in media representations. We high-
light two studies: one with long-form content, such as
movies, and another with short-form content, including
ads. These collaborative multidisciplinary efforts along
with the large-scale ads study [89] are among the first to
investigate human portrayals and representation in media
content over a period of several years (longitudinally).

One notable longitudinal study in this domain is Image
Bite Politics [90] that performed a comprehensive visual
analysis of the general election News from 1992 to
2004 spanning four presidential campaigns. This study
predominantly focused on coverage time by News outlets
and the topics covered by the presidential candidates and
parties and not specifically on aspects of diversity. The
methodologies and measures that we developed for media
content, such as Film and ads, can additionally augment
our understanding of human-centered dimensions and
representation in domains, such as News and recordings
of public meetings.

A. SeeJane: Tracking Female Participation in
Top-Grossing Hollywood Films

SeeJane is a collaborative effort led by the Geena Davis
Institute for Gender in Media (GDIGM5) to understand
female representation in top-Box-Office-grossing Holly-
wood movies with the support of CMI methods [22].

The analysis focuses on the top-100-grossing Hollywood
movies sampled for each year to get a representative
sample of the most viewed movies in that year. To date,
we have analyzed about 600 movies spanning the years
2014–2019. As described in Section II, we automatically
extracted two measures to quantify female presence.

1) Female screen time: Proportion of all the faces shown
on the screen that belong to female persons.

2) Female speaking time: Proportion of all voices heard
in a Film that is classified as belonging to female
persons.

Female screen time was estimated per [22] and female
speaking time per [21]. In both cases, the detailed per-
formance analysis of the systems on a set of benchmark
movies showed that the estimates are within 5% of the
manual counts for these measures. These measures are
of interest since they not only show patterns in media
representations compared with the population (female
persons in the United States are nearly 50%6) in terms of

5Project SeeJane at GDIGM
6United States Census
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Fig. 13. Distribution of (a) female screen time and (b) speaking time measuring the representation of female characters in

top-Box-Office-grossing Hollywood films. Notice that, in general, there are significantly more movies with more male participation than that

of the female. Over the past two years, there is a small uptick in the number of movies with more female participation. However, within the

years examined, we do not see a significant change in the overall trend.

Table 4 Female Screen-Time and Speaking-Time Statistics

(Mean ± Stdev) for Top-100-Box-Office Grossing Hollywood Movies

From 2014 to 2019. Notice the Small (But Not Statistically Significant)

Upward Trend in the Female Presence in Top-Grossing Movies Over the

Past Six Years

diversity and inclusion but also have a direct impact on
how much the actors in movies get paid. Actors tend to
get paid more if they have a larger audiovisual presence
in a movie. To summarize the female screen-time and
speaking-time measures, we group them into 20% bins
with Mostly Female when the corresponding measure is
greater than 80%, more female for the bin 60%–80%,
mostly gender-balanced for the bin 40%–60%, and more
male and mostly male for the bins 20%–40% and less than
20%, respectively. We use these bins consistent with the
methodology followed in another large-scale study exam-
ining diversity and inclusion in advertising [89]. Some
of the key findings from the SeeJane project include the
following.

Men are shown more often than women in top-grossing
Hollywood films: Fig. 13(a) summarizes the distribution
of the percentage of top-grossing films per year in each
of the female screen-time categories. While we notice a
small uptick in the number of movies with higher female
participation over the past two years, this is not statistically
significant7 compared with the years 2014–2016.

Men speak more often than women in top-grossing Hol-
lywood films: Similar to female screen time, movies over
the past six years have a significantly higher speaking
time for men compared with women (see Fig. 13(b)
for detailed distributions). The aggregate screen-time and

7Proportion test was used to assess statistical differences.

Fig. 14. Overall U.S. Box Office grossing for movies with respect

to female screen time. In our 2014–2018 study sample, movies with

more or mostly female presence showed significantly more

Box Office returns compared with the other movies for the years

2014, 2016, and 2018. A similar trend was observed for a female

speaking time, suggesting that movies with higher female presence

tend to show better Box Office returns, underscoring the broad

economic impact of gender diversity.

speaking-time statistics are provided in Table 4 for the
years 2014–2019. Although there is a small increase in
overall female presence over the past six years, this incre-
ment was not significant.

Higher female presence in movies tends to show better box
office returns: One of the important goals of CMI is to assess
the economic impact of media. In the SeeJane project,
we compared the female presence in movies with the U.S.
Box Office grossing of each film. The distribution of total
grossing in USD for movies with female screen time above
and below 60% is shown in Fig. 14. Despite having fewer
movies in the more female and mostly female categories
(i.e., screen time ≥ 60%), notice that movies with higher
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Fig. 15. Tracking female (a) screen time and (b) speaking time for the years 2006–2017 in the Cannes Lions archive of advertisements.

Notice that men are portrayed predominantly in ads, and this trend has not changed in over a decade examined. A large-scale analysis like

this can shed light on systemic representation disparities in important media, such as ads.

female presence tend to show better Box Office returns.
Overall, we found that movies with diverse character rep-
resentation attract large and diverse audiences.

While these automated tools serve an important pur-
pose in offering useful insights about diversity in media,
note that automated gender classification from audiovisual
information e.g., from face or voice, is immensely complex
both in terms of its conceptual framing (gender is a nonbi-
nary construct), and its assessment from measurable cues,
by both human and machine observers (some privately
held social constructs are not fully observable). Hence,
it is critical to contextualize the design and develop-
ment of such automated tools, including their limitations.
The aforementioned case study for instance is restricted
to the analysis of female/male representation and for
the purposes of understanding representation in movies.
An understanding of portrayals of nonbinary gendered
characters and LGBTQ+ characters in the entertainment
media (films, TV, and streaming shows) is crucial to
examining the representation of broader demographics in
media. Identifying such dimensions cannot be done using
automated learning methods; hence, these are done by
manual expert annotation with access to other metain-
formation. As an example, we refer the reader to the
latest study report on this project at SeeJane2020.8 CMI
tools, however, can assist human experts in a collab-
orative fashion by providing character level computa-
tion of screen presence, speaking time, and interaction
patterns.

B. Longitudinal Analysis of Cannes Lions Archive
of Advertisements

In another research study called unpacking gender bias
in advertising, we collaborated with GDIGM and J. Walter
Thompson to analyze over a decade of advertisements
nominated to the Cannes Lions Film Festival. We ana-
lyzed over 2000 advertisements submitted to the festi-
val between 2006 and 2017 by automatically estimating
measures of female screen time and speaking time, and
also manually labeled perception measures of characters’
appearance and portrayal of leadership roles in advertise-
ments [91]. We highlight some of the key findings from
this study here.

8SeeJane 2020 at GDIGM

1) Over a decade of advertisements nominated to the
Cannes Lions Film Festival, the trend of female pres-
ence and portrayal has not changed (see Fig. 15).

2) Overall, about 70% of all ads have a female screen
time of 50% or less. About 25% of the ads featured
only men, whereas only 5% of the ads featured only
women. These statistics were also similar with respect
to female speaking time.

3) Female characters are three times more likely to be
verbally objectified than male characters in the sam-
ple studied.

4) Men are twice as likely as women to be shown as
managers.

5) Analyzing the visual ambiance context, we found that
men are three times more likely than women to be
shown in an office setting and women are twice as
likely as men to be shown in a household setting.

Some of the perception measures studied here were
labeled by expert annotators trained to look for the related
traits of leadership and identify professions. Fully automat-
ing some of these measures, where well defined, offers new
research opportunities for CMI alongside designing and
building scalable tools to enable large human or expert-in-
the-loop media analyses. Our analysis on the Cannes Lions
archive also served as the framework for another recent
study of over 2.7 million ads [89]. This study also showed
that commercials with almost gender balanced screen time
received 30% more views than commercials with either
mostly male/female, suggesting the commercial impact of
a diverse representation in media content.

V. C O N C L U S I O N: C H A L L E N G E S
A N D O P P O R T U N I T I E S
CMI promises efficient, scalable, and robust engineering
analytic systems to enable detailed and nuanced character-
ization of media content. The crux of CMI is understanding
the what, who, how, where, and why from the multiple
modalities in media across its various forms and measuring
its impact on individuals and society. It has numerous
applications to different stakeholders: from content cre-
ators and decision-/policy-makers to content curators,
businesses, and consumers. In particular, CMI offers sup-
porting tools for creating awareness and changes about
diversity and inclusion in terms of fair representation
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and portrayals of people, places, organizations, and other
entities in the content. There are a number of technical
challenges that need to be addressed in order to achieve
such media intelligence capabilities.

Tremendous Variety and Variability: Media content is
often an output of creative human processes at many
stages of content creation. This makes it difficult to
generalize modeling methodologies and make assumptions
about data, even within a particular form of media or con-
tent genre. In addition, many standard ML methods (e.g.,
speaker recognition for audio diarization, i.e., who speaks
when, video face detection, and tracking) typically perform
poorly on media data. Such errors may get inflated
especially when used to derive higher level constructs
(e.g., semantics, affective states, or identity dimensions).
For instance, it is challenging to generalize across cultures
and time periods (e.g., media collected over time). Such
analyses require complex social and cultural context
to be incorporated within the models. Novel machine
intelligence capabilities need to be developed to handle
these requirements.

Lack of appropriate, labeled data: There is a general
lack of appropriate labeled data for (supervised) learning
from media content given the diversity in the descriptions
that are desired (for example, demographic information
of movie characters, including for the minor nonspeaking
characters). Furthermore, the now increasingly acknowl-
edged challenges of data bias in ML algorithms are espe-
cially critical in the media domain, and the inherent
disparity in data can propagate into models. Another
challenge is data provenance. For example, copyrighted
media content makes much of produced media content
difficult to be annotated via scalable and less expensive
efforts, such as crowdsourcing methods, due to distribution
limitations. In addition, given the human-centric nature of
media, we often contend with diverse, noisy, and incom-
plete annotation as a proxy for human experience (e.g.,
movie reviews/surveys). A further fundamental challenge
is inherent subjectivity in deriving these constructs due to

human variability and heterogeneity in modeling percep-
tion (experience) and action (behavior). New computing
formalism that can adequately address these challenges
needs to be developed.

Closing the loop with humans: Yet, other problems that
have not been addressed for CMI research is creating,
measuring, and influencing human experiences in pre-
dictable (causal) ways. This includes quantifying media
impact and influence both at an individual level and socio-
cultural scales. Developing methodologies for modeling
representation/context/interaction at scale with humans-
in-the-loop is another CMI research area that needs more
development.

Fairness in ML/AI: A key building block of scalable media
intelligence is the ability to automatically learn some of
the identity, context, or interaction attributes from media.
Due to the immense heterogeneity and variability in the
media forms, we need the ML tools developed to be fair
in terms of robustness of performance. For example, face
detection must work regardless of the ethnicity of the
people portrayed. Studying the intersection of the impact
of the robustness of the learning algorithms on the repre-
sentations obtained is part of our ongoing work and needs
much grounding in the context of developing a robust
media intelligence.
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